Introduction {#sec1}
============

Chemokines are essential to direct appropriate trafficking of leukocytes within the organism during development, homeostasis, and the orchestration of immune responses. In addition to cell migration, they promote integrin-dependent cell adhesion and confer activation signals. Because chemokines and their receptors are also crucial mediators of inflammatory diseases, they represent promising targets for therapeutic approaches.[@bib1] Here, we describe the identification of RNA aptamers able to neutralize the chemokine CCL17 with the intention to develop a new class of drugs for treatment of allergic and inflammatory diseases.

The chemokine superfamily comprises 48 or 40 small chemotactic proteins in human and mouse, respectively, which interact with 1 or several of the 20 known chemokine receptors belonging to the G-protein-coupled seven-transmembrane receptor family.[@bib2], [@bib3] Because several chemokines may bind to the same receptor and some chemokines stimulate more than one chemokine receptor, there is a significant promiscuity in this system. This applies particularly to inflammatory chemokines, whereas homeostatic chemokines are evolutionarily conserved and less redundant.[@bib3] The chemokine CCL17 (formerly called thymus and activation regulated chemokine \[TARC\]), a ligand of CCR4, was originally identified in the thymus[@bib4] and later detected in a subset of conventional dendritic cells (cDCs) in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue, as well as in inflamed skin and lymph nodes (LNs).[@bib5], [@bib6] CCL17 not only facilitates T cell-DC interactions,[@bib7] but also enables emigration of Langerhans cells (LCs) from the skin by enhancing the responsiveness to CCR7 and CXCR4 ligands.[@bib8] In addition, CCL17 is produced by alternatively activated macrophages together with CCL22, the other known CCR4 ligand.[@bib9] CCL17 and CCL22 have dual functions, acting as homeostatic as well as inflammatory chemokines.[@bib3], [@bib10] In mouse models, CCL17 was shown to promote various allergic and inflammatory diseases, such as contact hypersensitivity (CHS),[@bib6], [@bib11] atopic dermatitis (AD),[@bib8], [@bib12] inflammatory bowel disease,[@bib13] and atherosclerosis.[@bib14] In humans, CCL17 serves as a biomarker of atopic diseases because serum levels of CCL17 are strongly enhanced in patients suffering from atopic dermatitis, allergic rhinitis, or asthma.[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] In addition, CCL17 serves as a valuable biomarker for treatment response in patients suffering from Hodgkin's lymphoma.[@bib18] Recently, CCL17 was also shown to promote inflammatory pain in mouse models of collagen- or GM-CSF-induced arthritis in a prostaglandin-dependent manner.[@bib19]

In contrast to the pro-inflammatory action of CCL17, data reported in the literature associate CCL22 mainly with the recruitment of regulatory T cells (Tregs) and inhibition of anti-tumor immune responses.[@bib20], [@bib21] Recently, CCL17 and CCL22 were demonstrated to transduce distinct signaling outputs via CCR4, in particular regarding receptor internalization and β-arrestin binding, a phenomenon called biased agonism.[@bib1], [@bib22], [@bib23] The two CCR4 ligands also appear to bind to different regions of the CCR4 protein.[@bib21] Thus, it is possible that CCR4 antagonists differentially affect the function of CCL17 and CCL22 depending on the site of receptor interaction.[@bib22]

In this study, we used the aptamer technology to identify novel CCL17-neutralizing nucleic acid molecules. Aptamers are short, synthetic RNA or DNA oligonucleotides, which can be selected to specifically bind proteins and inhibit their biological functions.[@bib24], [@bib25] An aptamer specific for the vascular endothelial growth factor (pegaptanib)[@bib26] has been successfully used in the clinic for treatment of the wet form of age-related macular degeneration.[@bib27] In addition, several other aptamers are currently in clinical trials,[@bib28], [@bib29] and Spiegelmers (L-RNA aptamers) specific for the chemokines CXCL12 or CCL2 were described for potential treatment of chronic lymphatic leukemia or diabetic nephropathy, respectively.[@bib30], [@bib31] To isolate aptamers with specificity for CCL17, we employed a SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) procedure using a 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro pyrimidine-bearing RNA library.[@bib32] We identified two CCL17-specific aptamers that efficiently inhibit cell migration *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Thus, we validated that the application of aptamer-based inhibitors of CCL17 represents a promising strategy for systemic or local prevention of allergic and inflammatory reactions.

Results {#sec2}
=======

The Identification of CCL17-Binding Aptamers {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------------

Aptamers binding to CCL17 were identified by SELEX. As nucleic acid library we employed a 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro pyrimidine-modified RNA (2′F-RNA) library.[@bib32] This type of nucleic acid library has an enhanced stability toward nuclease degradation; thus, aptamers derived from these can be applied *in vivo* without laborious stabilization efforts.[@bib33] We performed 10 selection cycles with increasing stringency ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and analyzed the obtained library for CCL17 binding by filter retention analysis. This analysis revealed an increased binding of the RNA library after 10 selection cycles compared with the library from the first selection cycle ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The enriched library was cloned, and the containing sequences were analyzed by Sanger sequencing ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data revealed that the library from selection cycle 10 is heterogeneous. We subsequently performed next-generation sequencing (NGS) to get an in-depth view on the population of the starting library and the libraries obtained from selection cycles 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 10. We analyzed the frequency of each sequence found by Sanger sequencing ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the distribution of the four nucleotides in the random region of the sequenced libraries was calculated ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and 1C; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The NGS data revealed that the enrichment of CCL17 binding RNA species occurred after selection cycle 5, whereas a shift in nucleotide distribution can be observed in selection cycle 8 and became more pronounced in selection cycle 10 ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and 1C; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In line, the number of unique sequences starts to decline in selection cycle 5 but is still high in selection cycle 10 (\>25%) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). The total number of sequence reads, however, stays constant between 1 and 10 million for every selection cycle ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). The strongest enrichment of CCL17 binding sequences was detected between selection cycles 5 and 8 ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F and 1G). We have chosen some of the most abundant sequences and performed a filter retention analysis to determine CCL17 binding species. These data revealed MF11 and MF35 as putative aptamers, whereas all other sequences tested were found not to interact with CCL17 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H). Noteworthy is that MF11 represents the most dominant sequence in the libraries from selection cycles 8 and 10, whereas MF35 has a similar frequency as other sequences that have been found not to bind to CCL17. This enrichment profile indicates that the selection conditions may not have been optimal. Nevertheless, the combination of NGS and filter retention analyses allowed the assignment of novel aptamers that recognize CCL17. Analysis of NGS data was accomplished with the software tool COMPAS[@bib34], [@bib35] (see also [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"}).Figure 1Filter Retention Assay and Next-Generation Sequencing Results of the CCL17 Selection(A) 2′F-RNA selection cycles 1 and 10 were analyzed by radioactive filter retention assay (n = 3, mean ± SD). (B and C) Nucleotide distribution at the different positions of the random region in the starting library (B) and the final selection cycle 10 (C). (D) Frequency of unique sequences in all selection cycles and the starting library. The frequency was calculated by dividing the overall number of sequences by the number of unique sequences. (E) Number of sequence reads in the next-generation sequencing analysis per selection cycle and starting library. (F) Frequency of binding and non-binding sequences in all selection cycles and the starting library. Missing data points indicate that the sequence could not be detected in the next-generation sequencing data of the respective round. Blue sequences are binding ones; non-binding sequences are depicted in shades of red and yellow. (G) Fold amplification of binding and non-binding sequences at different stages during the SELEX procedure. Calculation of the fold amplification was performed by dividing the frequency of the sequence of interest in the respective selection cycle by its frequency in the previous cycle. The data points are depicted on the x axis in the middle of the two selection cycles from which the fold amplification value was calculated. Missing data points indicate that the sequence could not be detected in the next-generation sequencing data of the respective round. (H) 2′F-RNA sequences identified by Sanger sequencing were analyzed by radioactive filter retention assay (n = 2--3, mean ± SD).

MF11 and MF35 Specifically Inhibit CCL17-Dependent Cell Migration {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether MF11 and MF35 are able to inhibit the chemotactic activity of CCL17, we employed an *in vitro* transwell migration assay using the thymoma line BW5147.3, which expresses CCR4 and CCR8, and shows chemotactic migration toward CCL17.[@bib5] For optimization of the assay system, we first titrated the minimal concentration of recombinant murine CCL17 (mCCL17) required to achieve a robust migration of BW5147.3 cells. At a concentration of 100 ng/mL mCCL17, equivalent to 7.5 pmol mCCL17/well, migration of the cells was somewhat more than half maximal ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). For all further *in vitro* transwell assays, this concentration was chosen to achieve a high sensitivity of the assay for inhibition of CCL17-dependent chemotaxis. As an internal standard, the number of cells that migrated toward mCCL17 without any further additions was set to 100%. Medium only was used as negative control. As a positive control for CCL17 inhibition, we first employed a commercially available CCL17-specific neutralizing antibody at a molar ratio of 2:1 or 1:1 (antibody/mCCL17), which was added to the lower chamber together with mCCL17 ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). The antibody inhibited the CCL17-dependent cell migration significantly at a 1:1 molar ratio, and no cell migration was detectable at a 2:1 ratio. To test the inhibitory capacity of aptamers MF11 and MF35, they were first added at molar ratios of 1:1 (7.5 pmol/well) and at an aptamer/CCL17 ratio of 1:10 (0.75 pmol/well), and compared with the non-enriched library from selection cycle 1 of the SELEX procedure. Both MF11 and MF35 significantly inhibited transmigration of the cells at doses of 7.5 pmol/well, and MF11 even showed significant inhibition at 0.75 pmol/well ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the two newly identified CCL17-specific aptamers efficiently inhibited CCL17-dependent cell migration.Figure 2Aptamer-Dependent Inhibition of CCL17-Dependent Cell Migration *In Vitro*Migration of BW5147.3 cells toward 100 ng/mL (7.5 pmol/well) mCCL17 was measured in a transwell system. The full-size and unmodified aptamers MF11 and MF35, as well as the RNA pool from selection cycle 1, were tested at equimolar concentrations (7.5 pmol) and at an aptamer/CCL17 ratio of 1:10 (0.75 pmol). As a control, 7.5 pmol of an anti-CCL17 monoclonal antibody (1.88 μg/mL) was added to the lower compartment. After 2 hr, transmigrated cells in the lower compartment were counted and calculated as percent of CCL17 alone (n = 3--5, mean ± SEM). Statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test for multiple comparisons (\*\*\*p \< 0.001).

Truncation and Modification of the Aptamers {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------

MF11 and MF35 were truncated to facilitate chemical synthesis of the aptamers for *in vivo* applications. Based on the prediction of the secondary structure of both aptamers by mfold,[@bib36] we shortened both aptamers accordingly to keep the extended hairpin structure ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). This truncation yielded MF11.46 and MF35.47, both of which bear less than 50 nucleotides and, thus, are suitable for solid-phase synthesis. The truncated variants were analyzed for the interaction with mCCL17 using surface plasmon resonance (SPR). To achieve this, we immobilized biotinylated versions of both aptamers on the sensor surface and injected increasing concentrations of mCCL17. As control, we immobilized a non-binding scrambled version of MF35.47, named control aptamer in the following, and recorded the difference in response between the aptamer and the control. The response values of the equilibrium phase were then plotted against the injected concentration to determine the respective dissociation constant. These experiments revealed dissociation constants of 0.9 ± 0.1 and 7.5 ± 1.5 nM for MF11.46 and MF35.47, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). The same experiment was done using human CCL17 (hCCL17), but no concentration-dependent interaction was observed ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Further, we investigated a series of other chemokines at concentrations of 200 nM, 27- to 200-fold higher than the observed K~D~ values for mCCL17. To these chemokines, no binding was detectable, indicating a high specificity of the two aptamers ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 3Aptamer Sequences and Surface Plasmon Resonance Analysis of Aptamer Affinity and Specificity(A) Structures and sequences of MF35 and MF11, as predicted by mfold.[@bib36] The truncated versions of the aptamers are depicted in red. The asterisks (\*) in MF11 point out a base pair that has been exchanged to GC in MF11.46 to facilitate *in vitro* transcription. (B) Surface plasmon resonance measurement using CCL17 as analyte and 2′F-RNA aptamers as immobilized ligands. MF35.47 and MF11.46 bind to murine CCL17 with a dissociation constant (K~D~) of 7.5 ± 1.5 and 0.9 ± 0.1 nM, respectively (n = 2, mean ± SD). (C) Surface plasmon resonance measurement using chemokines as analytes and 2′F-RNA aptamers as immobilized ligands. 200 nM (∼27- to 200-fold of K~D~) of different chemokines was tested for their binding to MF35.47 and MF11.46 (n = 2, mean ± SD).

It has been shown that the half-life of aptamers *in vivo* can be enhanced by the addition of polyethyleneglycol (PEG) tails and cap structures at the 5′- and 3′- terminal ends. These groups supposedly prolong aptamer resistance toward exonucleases and the rapid renal clearance.[@bib33] Therefore, both aptamers were modified with a 3′-dT-cap structure and a 20 kDa PEG tail at the 5′ end (MF11.46.m, MF35.47.m) ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To ascertain that the modified aptamers were still functional, they were tested in the transwell assay in comparison with the equally modified, non-binding control aptamer at doses of 7.5, 0.75, and 0.075 pmol/well. The truncated and modified versions of both aptamers inhibited CCL17-dependent chemotaxis of the BW5147.3 cells similarly as observed for the parental full-length aptamers ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We also determined the IC~50~ for both modified aptamers in direct comparison with the CCL17-neutralizing antibody MAB529 using the same transwell assay ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Whereas MF35.47 and MAB529 had a very similar IC~50~ with 2.9 and 3.3 pmol, respectively, that of MF11.46.m was about 8-fold lower (0.42 pmol), indicating a very high efficiency of MF11.46.m *in vitro*. In addition, we determined the serum stability of the non-modified and modified aptamers, demonstrating that all were stable for at least 10 days in human serum, whereas a reduction of RNA was observed in mouse serum over this time period. In addition, the modification slightly increased the stability of both aptamers in mouse serum after 2--3 days ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 4MF11.46.m and MF35.47.m Efficiently Inhibit CCL17-Dependent Cell Migration *In Vitro*The ability of the shortened and modified (5′-PEGylated, 3′-capped) aptamers to inhibit CCL17-dependent migration of BW5147.3 was measured in a transwell system. MF11.46.m and MF35.47.m were tested at a molar ratio of 1:1 (7.5 pmol), 1:10 (0.75 pmol), and 1:100 (0.075 pmol) (aptamer:mCCL17). An equally modified scrambled control aptamer served as a negative control. After 2 hr, cells in the lower compartment were counted and calculated as percent of migration toward CCL17 alone (n = 3, mean ± SEM). Statistical significance was tested by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test for multiple comparisons (\*\*p \< 0.01; \*p \< 0.05).

A general concern regarding the use of DNA or RNA oligonucleotides for application *in vivo* is their potential ability to activate cell surface or intracellular pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs) 3, 7, and 9 or retinoic acid inducible gene I (RIG-I)-like receptors.[@bib37], [@bib38] To test for such immunostimulatory activity of the CCL17-specific aptamers, we added the starting library, the full-length MF11, MF35.47.m, and the modified scrambled control aptamer to cultures of immortalized murine embryonic stem cell-derived macrophages at concentrations of 0.094 to 3 μM and compared with immunostimulatory CpG DNA oligonucleotides (1.46 nM to 3 μM range). As readout for PRR activation, the concentration of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) in the supernatant was measured after 24 hr. It showed a minor TNF-α release after treatment of the cells with the starting library, but very low to no secretion upon addition of the aptamers MF11 and MF35.47.m, or the control aptamer ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the CCL17-specific aptamers do not appear to be immunostimulatory.Figure 5MF11.46.m and MF35.47.m Do Not Induce TNF-α Secretion in MacrophagesMurine embryonic stem cell-derived macrophages were incubated with increasing concentrations of TLR9 ligand CpG oligodeoxynucleotide (ODN) 1826 type B, the starting library, or aptamers MF11, MF35.47.m, and control aptamer for 24 hr. TNF-α levels in the supernatants were determined by homogeneous time-resolved fluorescence (HTRF) assay (n = 4, mean ± SD).

Establishment of an *In Vivo* Assay System for CCL17-Dependent Cell Migration {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next aimed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the aptamers to inhibit CCL17 function *in vivo*. As demonstrated previously, CCL17-deficient (CCL17^E/E^) mice are protected against CHS induced by classical contact sensitizers, such as 2,4-dinitro-1-fluorobenzene (DNFB).[@bib6] In this short-term assay, mice are exposed epicutaneously to DNFB at the belly to sensitize the T cell response and are several days later challenged with DNFB on the ear.[@bib39] Here, we measured the ear-swelling response of primed wild-type (WT) and CCL17^E/E^ mice challenged on the right ear with DNFB on days 1, 2, and 3 after challenge ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). As a control, the swelling of the left ear of each animal that was exposed to the vehicle (acetone/olive oil) only is depicted. We could confirm that the CHS response of CCL17^E/E^ mice to DNFB is significantly reduced compared with WT mice on days 1 and 2 after challenge. In addition, flow cytometric analysis of DNFB-treated ears at day 4 after challenge revealed significantly reduced numbers of infiltrating CD45^+^ leukocytes and CD8^+^ T cells in CCL17^E/E^ mice compared with WT mice ([Figures S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B, left and right, respectively, and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on this, we tested whether systemic treatment of the mice with the *in vitro* validated CCL17-specific neutralizing antibody either immediately before sensitization or before challenge inhibits the ear-swelling response. For this purpose, mice received 200 μg of anti-CCL17 or isotype control antibody at day −5 or day 0 of the CHS protocol. Only if the antibodies were injected at the time of elicitation did we observe a notable reduction in the ear-swelling response, although this was not statistically significant ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We therefore decided to test the efficacy of the CCL17-specific aptamers during the elicitation phase rather than the earlier phase of sensitization. Because the half-life of the aptamers is likely to be much shorter than that of the antibodies, we performed two injections of 5 nmol aptamer/mouse 1 hr before and 12 hr after challenge with DNFB. As depicted in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A, both CCL17-specific aptamers significantly inhibited the ear-swelling response compared with the control aptamer, with MF35.47.m being even more efficient than MF11.46.m. This was somewhat unexpected because MF11.46.m inhibited the *in vitro* migratory response with an approximately 10-fold higher efficiency than MF35.47.m. As an additional readout for the CHS response, we also analyzed the leukocytic infiltrate in the ears by flow cytometry at day 4 after challenge. Interestingly, we noticed a clear reduction in the number of CD45^+^ leukocytes in the ears of the MF11.46.m- and MF35.47.m-treated mice compared with ears of mice treated with the control aptamer ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B, left). This reduction was almost as strong as that observed in CCL17^E/E^ mice. With regard to the infiltration of CD8^+^ T cells, the main mediators of the CHS response,[@bib40] treatment with MF11.46.m resulted in a partial and MF35.47.m in a significant reduction of the CD8^+^ T cell number that was as pronounced as that observed in the CCL17-deficient mice ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B, right).Figure 6Reduced Ear Swelling and Leukocyte Infiltration into the Ears following Application of CCL17-Specific AptamersC57BL/6 WT and CCL17^E/E^ mice were sensitized with DNFB on day −8 and day −7. On day 0, WT mice were injected i.p. with 5 nmol MF11.46.m and MF35.47.m, or the control aptamer 1 hr before and 12 hr after DNFB challenge. CCL17^E/E^ mice received PBS only. (A) Ear swelling of WT and CCL17^E/E^ mice 24 (day 1), 48 (day 2), and 72 hr (day 3) after application of DNFB (solid lines) or vehicle (dashed lines) (n = 6 per group, mean ± SEM). One representative of three experiments is shown. Data were tested for statistical significance by two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test for multiple comparisons (\*\*\*p \< 0.001). (B) Flow cytometric analysis of the immune cell infiltrate. At day 4, ears were digested and the isolated cells subjected to staining for flow cytometry. Absolute numbers of CD45^+^ and CD3^+^CD8^+^ cells were determined by flow cytometry (n = 3 per group, mean ± SD). Data were tested for statistical significance by Student's t test compared with the control aptamer-treated group (\*p \< 0.05).

To obtain a better estimate of the dose of aptamer required for efficient inhibition of the CHS response, we also tested the efficacy of applying two injections of 1 nmol aptamer using the same experimental setup as in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Although some inhibition of ear swelling could be observed, the differences were not significant compared with the control aptamer ([Figure S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using the shorter protocol, sensitizing mice at days −5 and −4, we also tested MF35.47.m for inhibition of the ear-swelling response at doses of 1 and 10 nmol/injection (two injections/mouse: 1 hr before and 12 hr after challenge). Again, at 1 nmol/injection, only a slight, non-significant inhibition was observed, whereas injection of 10 nmol resulted in a significant inhibition that was now similar to that seen in CCL17^E/E^ mice ([Figures S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S10B). In conclusion, MF35.47.m, and to a lesser extent MF11.46.m, proved to be highly efficient in blocking CCL17 *in vivo*.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The selective blockade of chemokine-chemokine receptor interactions is considered a very promising approach for the inhibition of inflammatory or allergic responses, as well as for cancer therapy. Because of the large promiscuity within the chemokine family,[@bib3] chemokine receptors often appear to be the more suitable targets for drug development. In the case of CCR4, both small-molecule inhibitors[@bib41] and neutralizing monoclonal antibodies have been generated and tested in clinical trials.[@bib17], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44] In line with previous findings in mice that CCR4 is expressed on Tregs,[@bib45] and that anti-CCL22 antibodies reduced Treg recruitment into ovarian tumors,[@bib20] the humanized CCR4-specific monoclonal antibodies mogamulizumab and mAb1567[@bib43], [@bib44] displayed anti-tumor activity.[@bib17], [@bib42] Furthermore, some patients treated with mogamulizumab developed a severe skin rash, which has also been attributed to the depletion of Tregs.[@bib17], [@bib46] This effect strongly contrasts with the fact that CCL17 is a well-known biomarker of atopic diseases, and that deficiency of CCL17 prevents allergic skin inflammation and many other inflammatory diseases in mouse models.[@bib6], [@bib8], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib19] Recently, the phenomenon of biased agonism, based on differential activation of arrestin signaling, was reported for the two CCR4 ligands (for review, see Solari and Pease[@bib1]), indicating that blockade or deficiency of CCR4 is likely to have a different outcome than selective inhibition of either CCL17 or CCL22. Based on the data available from CCL17-deficient mice, we hypothesize that CCL17 exerts a pro-inflammatory function, whereas CCL22 may be mainly responsible for Treg recruitment and feedback inhibition of CCR4 activity. Supporting this theory and in line with the phenotypic changes in CCL17-deficient mice,[@bib6], [@bib8], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib19] CCL17-specific neutralizing antibodies were able to inhibit atherosclerosis in a mouse model.[@bib14] In contrast, simultaneous application of anti-CCL17 and anti-CCL22 antibodies during the elicitation phase of CHS did not inhibit the ear-swelling response[@bib47] or attraction of activated T cells to the skin.[@bib48] In line, CCR4-knockout mice develop enhanced CHS responses,[@bib49] and CCR4-deficient T cells showed no impairment in skin homing, whereas additional treatment with CCL27-specific antibodies significantly inhibited skin homing in a CHS model, indicating a cooperative function of CCR4 and CCR10.[@bib50] In addition to the possibility of biased signaling through CCR4, it can also not be excluded at present that CCL17 interacts with an additional, as yet unknown chemokine receptor.

To specifically target CCL17 as a pro-inflammatory chemokine, we here aimed to explore whether high-affinity RNA aptamers with specificity for CCL17 can be identified and are able to efficiently inhibit allergic skin reactions *in vivo*. In comparison with neutralizing antibodies, aptamers are more amenable for GMP production because they can be chemically synthesized and modified without the need for large-scale cell culture.[@bib29] Furthermore, aptamers with an appropriately modified ribonucleotide backbone are resistant to nuclease degradation and immunologically inert. Thus, the half-life of aptamers for therapeutic application, such as pegaptanib or others currently used in clinical trials, is between 12 hr and 10 days.[@bib33] In particular, with regard to inhibition of inflammatory reactions in the skin, the smaller size and secondary structure of aptamers may facilitate their entry into the dermal and epidermal compartment, and potentially also permit epicutaneous application. As demonstrated in this study, the aptamers MF11.46 and MF35.47 possessed a very high affinity for murine CCL17 of 0.9 and 7.5 nM, respectively. In addition, both aptamers very efficiently inhibited the chemotactic activity of mCCL17 in the *in vitro* transwell assay. Here, MF11.46 showed good inhibition at a molarity 10-fold lower than that of mCCL17 itself, indicating a so far unexplained dominant-negative activity of this aptamer. In the *in vivo* CHS assay, however, MF11.46 unexpectedly turned out to be less efficient than MF35.47. This may be explained by a shorter *in vivo* half-life of MF11.46 or a potential absorbance of MF11.46 by certain tissues in the intact organism. It should be noted in this context that MF11 was the most strongly enriched sequence during the SELEX as determined by NGS, presumably because of its very high affinity for mCCL17. Nevertheless, the less abundant sequence MF35 also identified by NGS later turned out to be more efficient than MF11 under *in vivo* conditions.

CHS represents a well-studied mouse model of human allergic contact dermatitis, which is induced by epicutaneous application of contact sensitizers, such as DNFB.[@bib39], [@bib51] During the sensitization phase, the innate immune system is activated through release of danger-associated molecular patterns, and in addition, endogenous peptides are chemically modified by the contact sensitizer inducing an adaptive immune response.[@bib51] Interferon-γ-producing antigen-specific CD8^+^ T cells were shown to be the main mediators of CHS.[@bib39] Recent work by Natsuaki et al.[@bib52] demonstrated the existence of perivascular clusters of macrophages and DCs in the skin, to which CD8^+^ T cells were attracted after DNFB challenge in a chemokine-dependent manner. Because the influx of CD8^+^ T cells to the inflamed ears was specifically reduced after treatment with the CCL17-specific aptamers described in this study, it is possible that they inhibit this important step of extravasation and DC-T cell interactions.

After this proof-of-principle demonstration of the efficiency of CCL17-specific aptamers for inhibition of CHS reactions during the elicitation phase, future experiments will be designed to assess the duration of inhibition, the possibility to achieve inhibition by an epicutaneous application regimen, and the potency of the aptamers to ameliorate other inflammatory reactions. For these preclinical investigations, the availability of aptamers specific for murine CCL17 in combination with a variety of CCL17-dependent murine disease models will be highly advantageous.

Recently, Abboud et al.[@bib53] identified the compound GPN279 as a small-molecule inhibitor of both murine and human CCL17 with an IC~50~ of approximately 5 μM for inhibition of Ca^2+^ flux *in vitro.* They also showed that application of 350 μmol GPN279/kg body weight was sufficient to significantly inhibit leukocyte inflammation in a mouse model of airway inflammation. These doses are about 1,000-fold higher compared with the dosing of MF11.46 and MF35.47 in this study. Therefore, the CCL17-specific aptamers described here appear to be more efficient inhibitors than GPN279. Despite the structural similarity of mouse and human CCL17, MF35.47 and MF11.46, however, do not bind to human CCL17. To predict a potential binding site of MF35.47 and/or MF11.46 to murine CCL17, we investigated which amino acids differ between the human and mouse CCL17 proteins based on the crystal structure of human CCL17 ([Figure S11](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).[@bib54] Obviously, the greatest differences are present in the C-terminal α helix of CCL17, whereas the N-terminal dimerization domain is largely conserved. Therefore, it is possible that the aptamers mainly interact with the C-terminal part and/or the adjacent receptor binding loops, similar to what has been described for binding of the NOX-A36 aptamer to CCL2 on the basis of a crystal structure of the aptamer-chemokine complex.[@bib31] The NOX-A36 aptamer is already in phase 2 clinical trials and appears to be a promising drug for treatment of diabetic nephropathies.[@bib55] Because we were very successful in isolating high-affinity aptamers for murine CCL17, and at least two aptamers directed against human chemokines are already in clinical trials, it appears highly likely that aptamers specific for human CCL17 can also be developed in the future and may facilitate the development of novel drugs for treatment of atopic and inflammatory diseases.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Selection of CCL17-Binding Aptamers {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------------

The library template DNA was purchased from Ella Biotech (Martinsried, Germany) and is composed of a randomized 40-nt region flanked by the primer binding sites (5′-GGGGGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATA[GGGAGGACGATGCGG]{.ul}-N40-CAGACGACTCGCTGAGGATCCGAGA-3′). The start of the 2′F-RNA sequence is underlined. The 2′F-RNA starting library was prepared by T7 *in vitro* transcription for 4 hr at 37°C. 2′F pyrimidines were incorporated by the T7(Y639F) RNA polymerase mutant. The selection procedure was started by incubation of 1 nmol starting library with 80 μL of CCL17 beads (∼1 μg of mCCL17) in a total volume of 300 μL of selection buffer (PBS \[pH 7.4\], 1 mM MgCl~2~, 1 mM CaCl~2~) for 30 min at 37°C. The beads were washed twice with selection buffer and the retained 2′F-RNA eluted in 55 μL of ddH~2~O for 5 min at 80°C. 50 μL of 2′F-RNA was reverse transcribed and amplified using the forward primer 5′-GGGGGAATTCTAATACGACTCACTATA[GGGAGGACGATGCGG]{.ul}-3′ and reverse primer 5′-TCTCGGATCCTCAGCGAGTCGTC-3′. The 2′F-RNA for the subsequent selection cycles was prepared by T7 *in vitro* transcription for 20 min at 37°C. From the second selection cycle, counter selection was done by pre-incubation of the enriched 2′F-RNA with 80 μL of uncoupled beads. To gradually increase the selection pressure, we increased the number of washing steps by two in every second selection cycle, ending with 8. To identify individual aptamer sequences, the reverse transcribed library of the 10^th^ selection cycle was ligated into pCR2.1-TOPO vectors in accordance with the manufacturer's guidelines (TOPO-TA cloning kit; Invitrogen) and sequenced by GATC Biotech (Köln, Germany).

Transwell Migration Assay {#sec4.2}
-------------------------

BW5147.3 thymic lymphoma cells (ATCC TIB-47) were incubated for 2 hr at 37°C in starvation medium (RPMI + 0.5% FCS, P/S) and subsequently adjusted to 1 × 10^6^ cells/mL. Lower chambers of transwell plates (5-μm pores; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were filled with 600 μL of starvation media with or without supplementation of 100 ng/mL (≥7.5 pmol) recombinant murine CCL17 (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA). As a positive control, the CCL17 neutralizing antibody MAB529 (Biotechne, Wiesbaden, Germany) was used at 1.88 μg/mL (≥7.5 pmol). Inhibitory function of CCL17-specific aptamers was tested at different concentrations as indicated in the figures. To exclude possible unspecific effects of the RNA aptamers, we used a scrambled version of MF35.47.m as a control. Upper chambers were loaded with 100 μL of the cell suspension (1 × 10^5^ cells). After allowing the cells to migrate for 2 hr at 37°C, the transmigrated cells in the lower chamber were harvested and their absolute number determined using flow cytometry (FACSCanto; BD Biosciences, Heidelberg, Germany). Results are shown as percent of migration normalized to migration toward mCCL17 alone. All conditions were tested in duplicates or triplicates.

Mice {#sec4.3}
----

Animals were bred under specific pathogen-free conditions in the animal facility of the LIMES Institute, University of Bonn. All experiments were performed using female 8- to 12-week-old WT (C57BL/6J-RCCHsd; Envigo, Rossdorf, Germany) or CCL17^E/E^ mice. CCL17^E/E^ mice were generated as previously described[@bib6] and backcrossed into the C57BL/6J-RCCHsd background. All experiments were approved by the government of North Rhine-Westphalia (Az. 87-51.04.2010.A260 and 84-02.04.2016.A226).

Contact Hypersensitivity {#sec4.4}
------------------------

For sensitization, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and shaved before the abdominal skin was topically treated with 70 μL of 0.25% w/v DNFB (Sigma-Aldrich) in acetone/olive oil (5:1) on day −8 or day −5 as indicated in the figure legends. Mice were single housed for the duration of the experiment to avoid cross-contamination of the animals. The next day, the abdomen was treated with another 70 μL of 0.25% w/v DNFB. At day 0, mice were anesthetized and the baseline thickness of the ears was determined using a thickness-gauge caliper. Aptamers were administered i.p. in PBS 1 hr before and 12 hr after DNFB challenge. Control animals received i.p. injections of the solvent. For challenge, dorsal and ventral sides of the right ear were treated epicutaneously with 10 μL of 0.3% w/v DNFB in acetone/olive oil. As negative control, dorsal and ventral sides of the left ear were treated with 10 μL of acetone/olive oil only. Ear swelling was assessed 24 (day 1), 48 (day 2), and 72 hr (day 3) later. Absolute swelling of the ears at indicated time points was calculated by subtracting baseline thickness.

Statistical Analysis {#sec4.5}
--------------------

Data were analyzed with GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA) using one-way or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test for multiple comparisons. The level of significance was denoted as \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, and \*\*\*p \< 0.001 as indicated in the figure legends.

For description of additional methods, see [Supplemental Materials and Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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